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Welcome Delegates 

Hello delegates, we welcome you to our HOPEMUN 2020, we are very excited to have you here                 

with us, we are OAS of Science and Technology and the subject we are going to develop during                  

this Model UN event is determining if cryptocurrency is a viable resource as a regional currency                

and we are going to be focusing on Latin America. We hope that we can get along and have a                    

respectful environment between all of us, we strongly recommend and suggest you guys             

investigate about your country and this subject thoroughly. 

Ground Rules 

● Be diplomatic when speaking during the debates. 

● Be punctual. 

● Be respectful. 

● Listen attentively to others. 

● Avoid using eye contact, focus on addressing the committee as a whole. 

Determining if cryptocurrency is a viable resource as a regional currency (Latin América,             

Petro) 

Cryptocurrency is a kind of virtual currency that works as any kind of currency through               

transactions and is secured by cryptography that is basically many codes and algorithms forming              

a kind of security wall. Cryptocurrency is a system that secures online payment and it works                
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through tokens that are exchanged through a database to different accounts. In the past years,               

there has been a big boom with the company bitcoin which is a type of cryptocurrency and the                  

first company to start with the idea and production of cryptocurrency and is currently the most                

popular one for these kinds of transactions, it was founded in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto. 

Cryptocurrency has different rules and limitations which depends on the country, in the             

case of Latin America the transactions through this method are very sparse since these kinds of                

transactions are not very common there aren’t many rules or regulations as to how to use it. 

In the case of Mexico there is a regulation called “Law to Regulate Financial              

Technology Companies” to avoid money laundering problems and one is required to register and              

report all kinds of activity. 

Money laundering is a very strong issue and concern for Latin American countries and              

how it can affect their financial security and stability, so their method of security is based on                 

official warnings and is yet to come up with rules, plans and regulations for this situation. One of                  

the countries with the harshest regulations in Bolivia and has comprehensively banned            

cryptocurrency and similar exchanges, Ecuador has banned cryptocurrency except the one issued            

by the government “SED”. On the other hand, Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela, and Chile              

fully accept cryptocurrency and use it relatively often in merchandise, they are also used in taxes.  
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Disadvantages  

Scalability 

Probably the biggest concerns with cryptocurrencies are the problems with scaling that            

are posed. While the number of digital coins and adoption is increasing rapidly, it is still dwarfed                 

by the number of transactions that payment giant, VISA, processes each day. Additionally, the              

speed of a transaction is another important metric that cryptocurrencies cannot compete with on              

the same level as VISA and Mastercard until the infrastructure delivering these technologies is              

massively scaled. Such an evolution is complex and difficult to do seamlessly. However, some              

have already proposed several solutions, including lightning networks, sharding, and staking as            

options to overcome the scalability issue. 

Cybersecurity Issues 

As a digital technology, cryptocurrencies will be subject to cybersecurity breaches and            

may fall into the hands of hackers. We have already seen evidence of this, with multiple ICOs                 

getting breached and costing investors hundreds of millions of dollars this summer alone(one of              

these attacks by itself resulted in the loss of $473 million). Mitigating this will require               

continuous upkeep of security infrastructure, but we are already seeing many players dealing             

with this directly, and using enhanced cybersecurity measures that go beyond those used in the               

traditional banking industries. 
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Price Volatility and Lack of Inherent Value 

Price volatility, tied to a lack of inherent value, is a major problem, and one of the                 

specifics that Buffet referred to specifically a few weeks ago when he characterized the              

cryptocurrency ecosystem as a bubble. It is an important concern, but one which can be               

overcome by linking the cryptocurrency value directly to tangible and intangible assets (as we              

have seen some new players do with diamonds or energy derivatives). Increased adoption should              

also increase consumer confidence and decrease this volatility. 

Regulations 

Even if we perfect the technology and get rid of all the problems listed above, until the                 

technology is adopted by federal governments and regulated, there will be an increased risk in               

investing in this technology. 

Other concerns with the technology are mostly logistical in nature. For example,            

changing protocols, which becomes necessary when the tech is being improved, can take quite a               

long time and interrupt the normal flow of operations. 
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Historical Background 

The first company to start with cyber currency was Bitcoin, this company was founded in               

2008, afterward, there were many other companies that had the same idea and copied or based                

their own but Bitcoin was the first company to start with this kind of virtual/ online currency. 

TIMELINE 

2008- Bitcoin is created. 2009-The first Bitcoin transaction occurs. 2010- Bitcoin is            

hacked. 2011- Litecoin, Namecoin, and Swiftcoin are created, and during this time Bitcoin is              

under scrutiny because it was used in the black market. 2012- cryptocurrency is more accepted               

by society. 2013- In Vancouver, Canada the first Bitcoin ATM is launched and Thailand bans               

Bitcoin. 2014- Microsoft allows users to use this kind of currency to buy things. 2015- New                

cryptocurrency is created and Bitstamp a European based bitcoin exchange suffers a security             

breach. 2016- Uber in Argentina switches to bitcoin payments. 2017- Japan creates a law that               

allows bitcoins legal payment and Skandiabanken in Norway accepts bitcoin. 2018- Samsung            

creates chips to mine coins, Ripple‘s launches an app with Santander for international money              

transactions. 

Relevance in Today’s World 

Today, the cyber currency is a common currency, some countries in Latin America have              

fully accepted it into their government and some have been skeptical about it, although it is not                 
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very new most countries don’t have strong regulations and the most common ones are those               

avoid money laundering. 

Cyber currency is present in money transactions and in commercialization which is one             

of the principal ways of income in Latin America, cyber currency makes money transactions              

safer and easier to do, it also allows transactions to be more independent and private. 

Historical Events 

In 2011 Bitcoin equaled a dollar and in February of 2013 it exceeded the value of a dollar                  

making it valued at thirty-two dollars and the next month there were around eleven million               

bitcoins circulating and each of them was valued at ninety-two dollars each. 

In 2013, Ethereum was created by a Russian programmer and had the same options and               

abilities as the Bitcoin at the time but this platform/company/system created a new application              

for the platform called “smart contracts” and eventually positioned itself as a decentralized             

platform that runs smart contracts: applications that run exactly as programmed without any             

possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third-party interference, which basically means that            

its security was very safe and strong, eliminating the margin of error in the transactions and                

quantity of money. 
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From 2017-2018 this kind of currency started expanding strongly throughout the globe            

and started getting approval from the different governments, during this time in July of 2017               

LedgerX became the first company of cyber currency to receive U.S. federal approval. 

Importance of Solving the Issue 

The importance to solving the issue is to help create morals as to this kind of illegal 

activities, it is important because cryptocurrency is going to be the next form of currency so 

the fact that the issue at hand is going to be solved will give the delegates an idea of these 

kinds of problems that are occurring in our society, and it is also important as to how the 

delegates leave knowing that they gave a possible and viable solution that might eventually be 

used in the real world. 

Countries  

● Mexico  

● United States of America 

● Canada  

● Costa Rica 

● Honduras 

● Nicaragua 

● Panama 
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● Argentina 

● Bolivia 

● Brazil 

● Chile 

● Colombia 

● Ecuador 

● French Guiana (département of France) 

● Guyana 

● Paraguay 

● Peru 

● Suriname 

● Uruguay 

● Venezuela 

● Cuba 

● Dominican Republic 

● Puerto Rico 
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